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Herreshoff’s 1876 Amaryllis was the first racing catamaran 

Herreshoff Marine Museum, Bristol RI 

Twenty-eight-year-old Nathanael Greene 

Herreshoff confounded the New York Yacht Club by 

taking line honors in their Centennial Regatta in June 

1876. Larry Ellison’s plans for the 2013 San Francisco 

America’s Cup are equally exciting and 

unconventional. 

Unless otherwise stated, the views 

expressed in this newsletter do not represent 

those of the B.C.M.S., the Directors or the 

Editor. Contents of the newsletter may be 

reproduced provided due credit is given to 

the British Columbia Multihull Society 
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Nothing new under the sun? 

America's Cup fans try to come to grips with the monster AC72 catamarans with their 130-foot tall 

wing sails that will be racing on San Francisco Bay in summer 2013. Imagine the puzzlement of 

the 35 yachts entered in the New York Yacht Club’s 1876 regatta when they saw 

Herreshoff’s Amaryllis. Thousands of spectators came out on the excursion steamers that beautiful 

June day. The New Yorkers were celebrating 100 years of US independence and thinking about 

the third defence of the America’s Cup, to be sailed later that summer. 

Few paid any attention to Herreshoff’s 33-foot long curiosity, which was described in the press as 

a “half-liferaft cigar boat” and a “sea monster.” Amaryllis got off to an unspectacular start in light air 

for the 20-mile race off Staten Island, but when the breeze freshened after almost two hours of 

racing, Amaryllis began to show her “wonderful speed… passing yacht after yacht as if they were 

anchored,” according to the New York World’s account of the race. When Amaryllis was unable to 

point high enough to pass a boat to windward, Herreshoff would dive off to leeward and sail right 

through the other boat’s dirty air. As the breeze freshened more, Amaryllis “kept jumping along” 

moving like a “frightened porpoise.” 

When only the Susie S remained in front of her, things got more entertaining. Herreshoff powered 

up and flew past Susie S at about 20 knots, but then almost pitchpoled. Amaryllis stood on both 

bows for 30 seconds and Susie S passed her back. The crew of Susie S thought Herreshoff’s 

“pointé” was an intentional stunt. Amaryllis settled down and flew into the lead again, taking line 

honors. 

Herreshoff had sent a description of Amaryllis to the race committee with his entry. It was 

approved. Some of the unhappy owners of the monohulls protested after the race. Amaryllis was 

disqualified on the grounds that she was “not a yacht” – you could not sleep on board. Herreshoff 

showed the tent that he rigged over the boom, which provided standing room and wonderful 

sleeping quarters. He explained, “To those who are truly in love with aquatic sports, the tent 

affords sufficient shelter, and if anyone wants a cabin, it is clear in my mind he doesn't want a 

catamaran.” 

The NYYC consoled Herreshoff with a medal and a certificate declaring Amaryllis the world’s 

fastest sailing vessel. He remained bitter, noting that the club’s constitution included a clause that 

the purpose of the club was “to encourage naval architecture.” 

No takers for his challenge 

Since Amaryllis did not point as well as the monohulls, many claimed that a catamaran was no 

good to windward. Herreshoff understood race course geometry well and wrote that when sailing 

http://www.bcms.bc.ca/
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upwind he could gain a mile in an hour against any other sailing craft and offered to wager on it. 

He might sail further than the other boat, but Amaryllis’s speed advantage would win out. 

In a letter to the editor of the New York Herald, Herreshoff wrote, “I’ll throw down the gauntlet to 

anything that floats, be it catamaran, yacht, or steamer!” No one took him up on the challenge. 

Herreshoff also had some advice for handling “the death zone” in which Oracle's AC 72 catamaran 

capsized last Octorber. “If, in a catamaran, you are sorely pressed by wind or wave, turn her bow 

to leeward. There you will find comfort and consolation, so light she is, and presents so little 

resistance, that the wind blows her along like a bubble floating in the air.” 

The journalist for the New York World certainly understood what he saw: “It behooves the owners 

of the large schooners to take counsel together lest somebody should 

build an Amaryllis a hundred feet long and convert their crafts into 

useless lumber. It is a matter quite as important as keeping the 

America's Cup.” Not having read this 1876 report, many sailors have 

complained that the current event disregards tradition. Perhaps they 

should take comfort in Herreshoff’s enthusiasm for multihulls. And 

perhaps the organizers should give a bit more credit to Captain Nat for 

his visionary design from 1876. 

Jack Griffin, Palo Alto Sailing Examiner 
Editors Note: This article was published prior to the 2013  America’s Cup. 

Reprinted from: http://www.examiner.com/article/herreshoff-s-1876-amaryllis-was-the-first-racing-catamaran 

  

'Tis almost the Christmas Season once again. 
 

All are invited to the 
BC Multi-Hull Christmas Party 

 
Jamie & Lynn McKerrow’s Place 

11242 Sussex Place, Delta 
 
 

December 6th, 5pm 

 
This is a pot luck dinner and BYOB. 

Please RSVP: members@bcms.bc.ca 
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LOTUS AND REEFING MADNESS  

Peter Walford 

So reefing goes like this; you hold the boom up with 

something. Topping lift, lazy jacks, boom gallows. You 

drop the sail. You gather up the front and back ends, 

and finish by tightening all the sides of the sail enough 

to make it not only a smaller sail but also a flatter sail. 

You try not to break your nose.  

Sounds easy, doesn’t it? But anyone who has ever 

done it, like, even once, knows it can be a hair–raising, 

body-bashing and boat-thrashing episode spoiling an 

otherwise nice day. 

I`ve never had a boat that reefed nicely. I`ve never 

been on a boat that reefed nicely. I believe they do 

exist, unlike unicorns. Like smart horses and herdable 

cats, I also believe they are rare. As Lotus is my swan 

song, my last and best boat, I am grimly resolute to make her reef smoothly. I am locked, like a 

Zen Pitt Bull, onto the vision of serenely single handing with grandchildren and non-sailors aboard 

under any conditions. 

In sea trials the previous fall I hadn`t got all the 

rigging fully worked out, but, hey, there were reef 

lines on the boom to the outhaul, exiting near the 

hooks at the gooseneck, and something must 

have been set up by the previous owners, 

right?…. never mind the gazinkus and probably 

ineffective   gooseneck clutches. It must work 

somehow. It will come to me. And I blithely 

overlooked that 

these lines didn`t head to any recognizable block system. They just 

sort of outflowed into empty space. A bit like the federal energy 

plan for our country`s future. We`ll get to it. 

However, there were lots of potential fastening points scattered 

around the deck, meant for raising the mast. I had a whole box of 

http://www.bcms.bc.ca/
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blocks, another of line. For now I`d use them, ok…and in the full flush of a typical launch three 

days earlier they were down below, with the pliers, beside the charts, under the foul weather gear, 

in that two-feet thick pile to starboard in the main cabin beside the crackers.  

I was not directionless. My game plan for reefing 

Lotus thus far had been rational: review options, 

talk with sailors I respect, understand the 

conventions, and make my own plan after some 

experience. I was on system option number six. 

All six systems were delivered with great passion 

by their proponents as the best and only way to 

reef. Clearly I was going to have to make my 

own call, and, no matter what I chose, 5 out of 6 

of my advisors were going to consider me wrong 

and probably an idiot. Some might even have 

bad feelings and not ever talk to me again. 

Whatever. 

This is how Will and I slipped our Hornby Island mooring at 7:15, bound for Nanaimo that beautiful 

May morning, in a light following wind. 60 miles to go and a big favorable tide. The night before I’d 

stowed stuff below for my first-ever Lotus cruise, finishing at 10 pm. No time to rove all lines 

through. The last weather forecast-light winds- said we`d probably have hours of boring motoring 

ahead during which we would get all that stuff set up, right?   

Wrong. Half an hour later, only one fact remained true to 

forecast. The tide was indeed ebbing. The rest of the 

predictions, like Justin Trudeau`s policy statements, had 

vanished without a trace.  Our light wind was now shrieking 

in gusts off a base of 25 knots, it had come around 180 to 

oppose us, which stacked up a puke-worthy 5 foot and 

building head sea in ten minutes flat. Will, always the 

seasoned old salt, looked around with a critical eye and 

assessed the situation from the context of 30,000 miles 

offshore. ``Feels like we`re going to get a hatful of wind for 

the day`` he says calmly. 

Looking at the positive, do we not have a splendid 

opportunity to review reefing systems?  Yeah, like in the 

next three minutes, guy. With that  gut feeling  astronauts  

http://www.bcms.bc.ca/
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face discovering they are not in the right orbit to return to Earth, and, uh, it`s time to get something 

right done, like, uh, right now if they don`t want to bounce off the atmosphere and careen off into 

dark space or perhaps burn up in the sun. 

What else is good? It is handy that Will does not know fear. He is just fine if the rig blows off the 

deck. Because he will not pay for that, I will. He is Crew. Like organized labour.  Not my problem, 

bud. The boat will float and we will call Coast Guard. He might miss a meal. However, for my part, I 

may face divorce. Go to work, Pete, I’m cheering for ya. He steers. 

As I morph to Spiderman I make mental note number one; get new sandals with a heel strap that 

prevents deck lines from trapping underfoot. Deck leaping lacks grace if your trajectory is 

unexpectedly connected to a deck line, bringing you up short, like a yoyo at bottom. Mental note 

two. Cut off splice tails on the lazyjacks, which the overpriced rigger was supposed to do but never 

got around to. Then the boom will be less like a Banyan tree with roots drooping to the ground, 

enveloping the cockpit with tentacles grasping anything projecting from your face, like your nose, 

glasses, ears, or the drawstring on your foul weather hood, which Will and I are now wearing as 

we blast our overpowered trimaran into the windward firehose  at 11 knots. It wasn`t that 

unpleasant, if your entertainment runs to things 

like Ultimate Fighting, Roller Derby, and 

Waterboarding. All combined.  

You know I have repeatedly said that one 

shouldn’t bring too many of the comforts of home 

with you when cruising. One should embrace the 

expectation of hardship. Something to make one 

appreciate dishwashers and massage chairs 

when you get home. I will never say that again. 

Because that is utter bullshit. Instead, there is a maximum discomfort limit, which Lotus`s first reef 

episode is now broadly exceeding. Home looks really, really, really desirable right now. 

Up to deck to deploy underpowered topping lift. Note aching arms and hands.  Back to cockpit to 

release halyard. Note: sail doesn`t come down. Note: improve slippery non-skid. Up to deck to 

haul sail down, overcoming high halyard friction. Note: reduce friction. Back to cockpit. Winch 

down reef clew. Note: nasty noises, way too hard, gosh those fat lines grow slimmer under load. 

Note: fair   line leads. Up to deck, attempt to insert reef cringle onto hook.. Note: wrong sequence; 

reef hook step is first not second. Back to cockpit, slack reef line. Engage hook to cringle. Note: 

sail is hard as a board and you can barely do it with bare hands, which are now cold, stiff, growing 

weak, and almost useless on a slippery wet sail.  As the deck heaves, my knees are getting 

http://www.bcms.bc.ca/
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beaten by holding tight enough to leverage   the hook. Note: do something different, in fact don`t 

ever do this again. 

Re-reef clew. More grinchy off-axis line-loading sounds. Rove a hold-down line to bring the clew  

to the boom. Wipe wave juice off face. Note: this hold-down should be done before reef line is 

tightened. Re-slack reef line. Again. Tighten reef line. Again. Third time. Are we having fun yet? 

Notice that tie-down restricts mainsheet. Slacken reef line, third time, re-rove tiedown under 

mainsheet lead. Tighten reef line, fourth time. You are trapped in Groundhog Day, the reefing 

movie, and you haven`t even had breakfast yet.  

Re-raise halyard. Note: first batten car has too 

much aft pull on it; the more the halyard is raised, 

the nastier the sail crease from batten car to reef 

hook. Slack reef line. Again.  Back to deck.  Rove 

line around the mast to hold the reef cringle 

forward, relieving battcar overload. Back to 

cockpit. Retighten reef line, fifth time. Re tighten 

halyard, second time. Back to deck. Fifth time. 

Release topping lift. Back to cockpit. Tighten 

mainsheet. Note: luff baggy. Slack mainsheet. 

Again. Tighten halyard, third time. Note: leach   

too tight now. Slacken mainsheet. Slacken clew hold-down. Tighten mainsheet, third time. Note: 

boom is too low. Raise.  Reef  now too full. Tie-down needs tightening. Start over. 

By now the cockpit is a purse-net of strings designed to catch humans, under which the boom, a 

very large scythe, is attempting to behead us, like an ISIS operation. Will crouches and dodges 

entrapment. He dodged service in Vietnam, thinking this would be better? 

 Happiness seems very far away. Up deck, down cockpit, slack, tight, rove, strain, adjust, redo…Mr 

Bean Goes Sailing….  

This goes on long enough to birth a child. With the same intensity. But finally I have my child, the 

reefed Lotus, a Complete Freak, a  Mongoloid with Cleft Palate. I hate her. I want my massage 

chair, a hot bath, a new theory of cruising pleasure,   breakfast, a new reefing system, perhaps a 

new boat, maybe a different hobby. But I do not need a Reality Check. I have just had that, thank 

you. 

Will is a very kindly man with a very diplomatic way of putting things that are difficult to say. He 

says, “She needs a little sorting out” and avoids eye contact with me. He may possibly be 

http://www.bcms.bc.ca/
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clenching his teeth, but, as I say, he is very discreet .He wanted to come cruising, I must 

remember, not share a near-death experience. Before breakfast. Day one of five. 

Of course, later that same day we went 

further into the abyss….hit a deadhead, 

broke the rudder case, shark-bit the 

daggerboard, completing the trifecta of sucky 

boat, scary boat, broken boat. The next day, 

arriving at Browning Harbour, the Morale 

needle pointed deeply to Low. I sorrily moped 

around the boats and sailors trying to suck 

sympathy, ideas and good advice about 

reefing systems from any multihullers that 

would listen. Few noticed I was walking 

oddly, suffering symptoms resembling a week 

spent on a ThighMaster. 

This only took about 8 weeks to rectify.  Post Traumatic Stress Disorder  is nothing really. By late 

July I was sleeping really well again. My rigger, $4000 richer, me, $4000 poorer.  

Like the button says, ”Experience is what you get when you didn’t get what you wanted.” Ironically, 

what I really wanted was actually delivered through this trial by fire, illustrating the rule of a fair 

universe and a stern but benign deity: a raised boom, recut mainsail, new gooseneck, low-friction 

halyard , slick sail-dropping , multiple-block power increases on  all control lines, fair line leads, 

proper clutches, in-boom slick high-tech 

reefing and gathering  lines, and, most 

beautiful of all, System 7,entirely cockpit-

based reefing. So what if I offended all 6 of 

my advisors? They are probably home in 

their armchairs listening to their 

dishwashers. 

But, dear multihullers, now that I am 

friendless, unable to afford my own 

dishwasher and massage chair, and 

penniless… please be nice if you see me, 

and say something like, “Lotus has a 

beautiful, beautiful reefing system, Peter”, even if you don’t mean it. The PTSD leaves you a little 

needy.    
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A great time at September 2014 sail-in, fun race and dinner! 
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BCMS September Sail-In Race 
 

Marlene McKenzie accepts trophy for Bad Kitty          Peter Schoonbeek accepts trophy for Dutch Treat 

Peter McKercher accepts trohpy for Manitou 

 
Pub Nights @ Rusty Anchor Pub 

Captain Cove Marina 

6100 Ferry Road, Ladner, BC  @ 7:30 PM 

 
November 18, 2014 
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Renew your membership in BC Multihull Society for 2015. 

The cost for a family membership is $35.00 and there are many ways to pay:  

1. Visit the BCMS website (www.bcms.bc.ca) and click the Join Us link. Fill out the renewal 
form and pay via Paypal or with a credit card.  

2. Make out a cheque to BC Multihull Society and mail it to the membership director Stu Kerr. 
His address is: 19897 36A Avenue, Langley, BC V3A 2R8. 

3. Come to the BCMS pub night (@ the Rusty Anchor pub 7:30 PM) and give Stu either a 
cheque or cash.  

2014 / 2015 Directors list 
 

President  Bob Davis   bob.davis@telus.net   604 583-9396 

Past President  John Harker   mjharker@telus.net   604 940-7084 

Vice President  Jamie McKerrow  jmckerrow@dccnet.com  604 596-1721 

Secretary   Bob Davis  bob.davis@telus.net   604 583-9396 

Newsletter   Wayne Carlson  wsc5968@gmail.com   604 590-5876 

Library  Stuart Kerr   sgkerr@telus.net   604 534-7120 

Publicity  Alec Mackenzie  alec8@shaw.ca   604 538-0917 

Racing / Sailing  Ron Tomas   rtomas@telus.net   604 542-2732 

Member-at-Large  Bob Harris   buckman@infinet.net 

Treasurer   Marlene Mackenzie  alec8@shaw.ca  604 538-0917 

Social -   Vacant -   directors@bcms.bc.ca 

Membership   Stuart Kerr   sgkerr@telus.net   604 534-7120 

Website   Margaret Dulat  mdulat@gmail.com    
 

Non Directors 

C.B.C.Y.C. (Vancouver Island Rep.)  
   Ken Pepperdine  drpepper@telus.net  

C.B.C.Y.C. (Mainland Rep.)  
   Marlene Mackenzie  alec8@shaw.ca  604 538-0917 
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